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We wish you all a great summer! Your newsletter will be back in September with new info, new versions... etc

What's new?

- New product: VSO Video Converter
You asked for it, we made it! At last an all-in-one video converter that will make everyone happy!
Our VSO Video Converter converts any video, including decrypted DVD and Blu-rays, to the most popular formats so
you can play your videos on any device.
Check out these great features:
- From ANY video format into: DVD, Avi, Mkv, Ipads/tablets/smartphonse, game consoles, audio, custom profiles...
- Subtitle edition (text size, color, position, character encoding, time offset for perfect video sync…)
- File merging (with timeline display mode)
- Cut off unwanted parts
- Contrast, brightness and gamma level control
- Extra fast with simultaneous conversions and hardware decoding/encoding (Nvidia CUDA)
- for DVD output: PAL/NTSC, menu, chapters...
And many more!
We're happy to share with you the first pre-release version. Get your hands on it, let us know your feedback, and
make it your sole video conversion companion!
Of course, Goldmembers get it for free.

VSO Recommends

- Backup all your data to the cloud - Lifetime License Opportunity
We have come across a great, secure and reliable Cloud backup provider called DrivePop . This service offers
Unlimited Data Backup for 1 or all your PC's or Mac's.
This lifetime pricing is offered to all of you for a short time only. We have partnered with them to give you an

exclusive offer: a 20% special discount on the lifetime unlimited offer : you pay 79.99$ one time and never have to
worry about paying for a cloud backup service again.
Simply enter the discount code VSO-95P1-BURN in their shopping cart! Click here for details

Did you know?

VSO Video Converter
Here is a quick guide that shows how to use the new VSO Video Converter in just a few clics. Convert, edit, merge,
add subtitles, cut all your videos!

======== JUST IN! LATEST NEWS! ============
Baby alert! Over the past weeks, nights have been a little disrupted for some VSO Team members with not one, not
two, but three babies "joining" us! Welcome to Leila and the twins Konstantina and Ioanna!

If you want to contact us please use support form or our Facebook and Twitter accounts.
Bye for now!
The VSO Software Team

